works, but omits several of the first editions. Some titles are also erratically recorded in the annual publications British National Bibliography, The English Catalogue of Books and Whitaker's Cumulative Book List.
Even Lynn's real name is uncertain. The New Zealand National Bibliography states that ‗David Lynn' is a pseudonym and gives his real name as David McLennan. 2 This could just be correct, but the evidence on which this attribution was based cannot now be traced, and I feel strongly that his name was in fact David McClelland. This name occurs several times in his books: both The Pepper Tree (1943) and Four Walls (1946) state significantly on the title-page ‗Edited by D. McClelland', and Beer and Oysters (1942) (Holland 42, 58 & passim) . Several of his own novels appeared under the Kangaroo Books imprint as did at least five by other authors. 4 The last known title under the original Kangaroo Books imprint was published in 1946, though Lynn revived the name in 1965. 5 In the 1960s his work also appeared with the imprint ‗Kiwi Books', no doubt his own company, whose address is given by B.N.B. as 27 Colindale Avenue, London N.W.7 (also as N.W.9).
So far Lynn's books remain the main source of information on his life, but the books have not survived in large numbers. The Turnbull Library has eleven titles, I have two, but most remain elusive, even his later books. The last was Erotica from the Classics published in 1967 and two years earlier he had republished several of his earlier novels, including his bestseller Love and Hunger. His bibliography is complicated by the fact that several of his early books were soon reprinted in a different size, with different cover design, by a different printer (no doubt because of wartime paper shortages), some with a second story added, but with the title-page wording remaining unchanged, and so they have escaped the notice of cataloguers.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
This list is alphabetical as the exact chronological sequence of some titles is still uncertain (see end for an attempted list by date). All items were published under the name ‗David Lynn'. The information given (printer, size, cover details, price, publisher's address) is intended to differentiate variant printings where these are known. Titles that have been sighted are described as ‗Seen WTu (WN, RG)'; all other titles are described from the secondary sources stated. Library holdings apart from WTu and WN are unconfirmed and taken from the Union Catalogue on Microfiche (Wellington: National Library of New Zealand, 1987) March 1946) ; copies also at National Library of Australia, Canberra, and University of Pennsylvania Library.
2b. London, Kangaroo Books 1965 (BLC; BNB: 168pp. 19cm, 8s6d 15b. Reprint? (‗150,000th thousand' on verso-title). London: Kangaroo Books (Avenue Chambers), n.d. Printed by G.C.P.C. Ltd. 63pp, 175x92mm, white card wrappers; this may be the edition listed at 1s3d in 3b, or that listed at 1s6d in 15c. Novel set London. Copy seen WTu. (21b below states ‗Over a hundred thousand copies already sold' of Love and Hunger, describing it as ‗A dramatic and sociological romance of the East End of London'; 21c states over 150,000 sold).
15c. New Zealand reprint by John A. Lee, n.d. Printed by Brookdale Press, Auckland. 52pp, 208x132mm , white paper wrappers. Announced in John A. Lee's Weekly April 24 1946 (p.2) and advertised from May 1 1946 (p.5) to June 12 1946 (p.13) , at 1s. Listed: Gries (dating 1946 ), Bagnall M498 (dating [c.1945 ). On front cover: '200,000 copies of this book by a New Zealander sold in Great Britain at 1/6 per copy'; on rear cover: 'This New Zealander has had amazing success with his pen in London and has sold millions of his books during the last few years. None of his titles has sold less than 200,000. John A. Lee Publications forecast much success in New Zealand'. Copy seen WTu; also held Auckland University Library and University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
The book was harshly reviewed in the Wellington newspaper The Southern Cross (a Labour paper, but at odds with the renegade Lee) by Anton Vogt, the only review traced of any of Lynn's novels and well worth reproducing:
Book Notes.
New Zealander Writes Best Selling Junk The war years saw a falling off in pulp magazines. In last week's ‗By Invitation' column W.J. Scott discussed the problem of censorship. But if we are going to keep pulp out for moral or aesthetic reasons, we may as well get on to the job of keeping down local equivalents I am referring specifically to ‗Love and Hunger'. This -novel‖ (it is little more than a booklet) is a shoddy piece of work. The pseudoautobiographical hero meanders into a slum and takes board with a family: finds a girl in the house rather less moral than she ought to be: tries sentimentally to -save her‖: and neither succeeds nor fails because the whole thing fizzles out in a farcical funeral. There is no story, no development of character, no insight into the tragedy of the situation or suggested remedy or cure. There is a facile and melodramatic use of language which debases any genuine emotion which might be felt.
It may seem strange that I bother to review such a book at all. There are two reasons. One is that David Lynn has sold 200,000 copies of this same ‗book' in Great Britain, and an equivalent number of half a dozen other titles. He is, in short, a popular novelist. The other is that he is a New Zealander. Should I have added, unfortunately?
Lee bravely reprinted this review (omitting only the ‗Junk' headline) and defended the novel in the June 12 1946 issue of his Weekly: ‗...I have found -Love and Hunger‖ of much interest... [it] comes to serious grips with life...I do not think Lynn junk...his booklets...are written against the evil system which produces slums...the best column in the Southern Cross is
